• **Dual Spine Weight Forward** – Patented 2 Spine arrow shaft that reduces oscillation by 50% vs single spine and has **TWICE THE ACCURACY**

• **REDZONE Tri Spine Technology** – Patented 3 Spine arrow shaft with less than 1/3 the oscillation vs single spine and **FOUR TIMES THE ACCURACY**

• **SD** – Small Diameter .203” ID, maximum kinetic energy and greater penetration with less wind drift

• **Diamond Weave** – Patented outer layer construction for ultimate stiffness and unparalleled spine consistency constructed on back 1/3 of the shaft

• **K360** – Patented outer layer construction of 100% high modulus carbon weave for consistent spine strength & durability constructed on front 1/3 of the shaft

• **XSD** – Extreme Small Diameter .166” ID, ultimate penetration and knockdown power with significant reduction in crosswind drift

• **30-Ton Carbon** – Unlike 24 ton carbon that’s used on nearly all hunting arrows, 30-ton carbon ensures faster recovery out of the bow & superior down range performance shot after shot

• **BullDog Nock Collar** – Exclusive Feature made of aircraft grade aluminum that prevents impact damage

• **Match Weight +/- 3.0 grains** – Pack sets are sorted and matched by weight for best-in-class consistency. Weight sorting tolerance +/- 3.0 grains

• **Laser Match Set** – Pack sets are sorted & matched by spine and weight for best-in-class consistency. Spine sorting tolerance +/- .0025 & Weight sorting tolerance +/- 1.0 grains

• ** +/- .002” Real Straightness** – Laser checked for straightness to a remarkable 1/10,000 of an inch.

• **LaunchPad Precision Nocks** – Controlled arrow release and integrated shaft alignment for more consistent accuracy

• **Buff Tuff** – Patented outer layer construction that provides the world’s toughest and quietest carbon arrow finish that’s constructed in the center of the shaft

• **Buff Tuff Plus** – Patented outer layer construction of 100% high modulus carbon weave for excellent strength and spine consistency constructed on the back 1/3 of the shaft

• **Camo Buff Tuff** – Patented outer layer construction that provides the world’s toughest and quietest carbon arrow finish that’s easier to remove from targets & constructed on the front 2/3rds of the shaft

• **Universal Nock System** – 6pks & 3pks include inserted moon nocks, Universal Nocks (Omini style nock for Tenpoint) & C Nocks (Capture style nock for Parker) are included. 36pks & 12pks only come with inserted moon nocks unless specified.

• **Advanced Construction** – Carbon Composite material that is extremely durable, exceptionally reliable, plus ensures spine consistency for greater accuracy.